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Short Resume
Education:
- Master of Arts in Advanced product design at the Umeå Institute of
design
- Master of Science in Integrated Product development at the Higher
Institute of integrated product development Antwerp
Experience
- Junior designer for Bresslergroup in Philadelphia
- Freelance designer/ modeler for Magedesign LA
- Workshop tutor in free hand sketching for the University of the arts
Philadelphia.
Key Skills
- Several Languages
- Good hands on skills, modeling, sketching, Mock-up building
- Oral presentation
- several CAID programs. Solidworks, Alias Studio Tools, Rhino, Pro-E

Dear reader
This portfolio is the result of 2 Masters educations, freelance projects and professional work,
all in the field of Industrial Design.
By showing a variety of projects, going from airplane interiors to high end electronics; I will
try to show a good representation of my skills, interest and strong points. At the end, you can
find a full resume.
In my student work, there is one constant; “Hit the wall as many time as you can.” That is
how you learn, grandpa told me. By taking it easy, you don’t improve. That is why most of
my student projects turned out to be rather complex, including many parts of the design
process and due to time shortage, are not always fully developed. My motto has always been:
Perfection is only limited by the deadline in front of you.
Hope you enjoy it,
Sincerely

A full resume you can find at the end.
Adriaan Van Eyndhoven

Key strength
I am an open minded, creative thinker that finds joy in solving
problems with simple solutions. I can switch fast between
projects with the same level of focus and intensity. I like to help
out others as long as we all get the job at hand done in time.

Saab

Saab Zenith is a modular interior concept for a Very Light Jet.
The modular interior makes it possible to transform the fuselage between a luxury
business jet setup into a medical transport Jet within 30 minutes. The interior is split
up in modules that can be configured according the assignment. Airline companies can
charter the same plane for different flight tasks with a very short ground time.

Zenith

The interior evokes an open and light atmosphere inspired by Scandinavian design
and nature. The business jet offers luxury within relaxation or working. The medical
transport interior esthetics is more focused on comfort for patients and paramedics.
Degree project Umeå Institute of design
Time 20 weeks
Sponsor: Saab aviation

Introduction

Initial proposal from Saab
“Saab is currently involved in the study of a small commercial aircraft that will be
designed for medical transport and aid, amongst others.
The exterior design is handled by our engineers, but the functional and ergonomic
interior of such an airborne ambulance, including access options as well as
flexibility for rearranging the interior for other purposes will be a suitable
design task with a high degree of realism and applicability.”

2 patients on stretcher
2 paramedics

2 pilots

6 business seats

Project interpretation
Design an interior for a business jet and an ambulance
aircraft within the following constraints:
- Elements have to fit the given size of the fuselage
- Elements are not fixed
- The change between business jet and ambulance jet or the
other way around should take 30 min max.
- It should follow the “ambulance aircraft” and “business jet”
specifications that are set out

Time is crucial

Total market overview

Business Jet Research

LJ and VLJ specifications

The biggest

Direct competitors
Embrear: Phenom 300

The smallest

The fastest

Very Light Jets

Light Jets

Volume of 4.53 to 8.64 cu m

Volume of 7.7 to 12.7 cum

Maximum speeds of up to 480 mph

Maximum speeds of up to 560 mph

Range of 1,100 nm up to 1,300 nm (Umeå - Milan)

Range of 1,800 nm up to 2,500 nm (Umeå - Cairo)
Passenger capacity of 7 to 9

Passenger capacity of 4 to 6
33% of the VLJ aircraft have lavatory options
Estimated Costs: $0.9 M to $2.9 M

50% of the light jet aircraft have lavatory options

Bombardier: Learjet 40 and 45

Raytheon: Beechjet Premier I

Estimated Costs: $4.2 M to $12.9 M
Raytheon: Hawker 400 XP

Interior research
Head ache styling

Inspiring

Cessna: Citation Encore/ CJ3

Cessna: Bravo

Cross section comparison

Ambulance jet Research

Scenario

Why medical air transport?

- If you need better care or the treatment is not
available in the current location.
- If recovery can be done closer by home

?

Misconceptions of medical transport:
It is not a flying ER room and speed is not a crucial
factor. Comfort and relaxation is more needed.

Field Research

Loading the stretcher

Stretcher to plane

Sliding the stretcher

On stretcher tracks

Pivot inside

And it is in!

Extra ramp

Conclusions:

Umeå Lufttransport

Fuselage

Storage

Poor usability

Research done at the medical airport in Umeå. Looked at the interior and comfort for patient
and paramedic, the loading procedure and the storing space and had a good chat with the
people who worked there over a cup of coffee to. They were happy change was upon them.

-The stretcher system is very straightforward and easy to implement into the new design
-There is no real need for taking a patient out without having to move the other patient. This
specification was found irrelevant to the users. This problem is solved with good planning
-Storage is needed, lots of storage in many different compartments. Easy access to the storage
while staying seated is a must.
-Access to the patient needs to be optimized.
-A good pressure system that allows the plane to fly at high altitude with sea level cabin
pressure is a big advantage.
-Surfaces and objects should be made very durable and scratch resistant.

Inspiration

Curved plywood

Architectural motion

Scandinavian design

Snow covered wood

Seat design
Plywood sheet

Swedish.

Saab Logo is stitched in

Recline 10 degrees

Hidden seat belt

Center pivot

Flexible system
The interior of the ambulance
airplane and the business jet
will be build up in segments.
By making these segments
as small as possible you
improve there mobility and
installation speed. Some
elements can be used in both
configurations.

Back of segment

Layout test

Rough business layout

Rough medical layout

Scale version of seat pitch and
module sizes to fit a 180 cm adult.

Having fun with detailing

Having fun with detailing

CAD and exterior changes
12660 mm length
15000 mm span

Building segments of the
plane at max 650 mm distance

Exterior rendering from Solid works model

Interior

Solid Works model
Maxwell render

Interior

Business jet interior

Medical jet interior
Solid Works model
Maxwell render

Interior medical

Installation of segments

Fixing to the rail

Entry of the module

Seats

Sliding the segment to the back
of the fuselage and locking
when it is in place.
Last piece is bolted to the
wall, Bolted are covered by
a beauty plate.

Seat swiveling and reclines features to
enhance to open office feel of the plane

All parts that were designed put out of the cabin, its a lot if you look at it like this

1/5 Scale model

Model in numbers

217 pieces in total
6 hours of sleep the last week of building
9 spray cans mono filler used
81 pieces were rapid prototyped, some then copied in silicon molds

7 People came down and volunteered to help, thanks guys
27,4 kg of foam got in the CNC mill, 9 came out
18 kg of Polystyrene got heat formed
14 Sheets of fake wood made the finishing touch

City canal cleaner
An autonomous cleaning system for still water in a urban environment

Introduction

Importance of H2O in a city

Socio-economical importance

Clean water is a city’s asset

Waterfront real estate

Current cleaning,
Floating litter:
If the canal does not have any current you need to do it manually.
Bottom litter
Scuba divers locate obstacles and the fire department removes the
trash.
All good and well but ..... How do you keep it clean?

Group brainstorming

System design

Morphological mapping
Cleaning bottom
litter

Goals for the robot

Storage of bottom litter
Steering

Autonomous cleaning system

Skimming

Permanent working
Clean bottom and floating litter at same time
Detect and remove under water obstacles
Citizens awareness

Try to define different solutions for
all stated problems. This gives unbiased
input to the concept phase.

Configurations

Large obstacles

Concept evaluation
Concept design
Concept A: double module, one bottom cleaner
and one skimmer, dock in is stationary

Bottom cleaner
end point *

Concept B: Triple module, one bottom
cleaner, a skimmer and an bigger module
that serves as a floating storage and
dock-in station. Chosen concept

* Development of bottom cleaner was stopped after
this point because the project was only 10 weeks

5

2

Concept A: Double module
Concept B: Floating dock-in
Concept C: Dock-in stations

Multiplying weight

4

Total score

City Friendly

3

Efficiency

Simplicity

1

Human
Interference

Green idea

Concept C: One skimmer and bottom cleaner, the
dock-in stations are scattered over the city

Skimmer

Concept design

Styling of the dock-in station

Styling of skimmer

Picked styling

Result

Solid works model
Maxwell render

Result
The rollers under the water surface create a flow
towards the intake of the skimmer. By having the
rollers in a rounded shape and in front of the
skimmer, he can move objects that are cornered
in. The water that is taken in, is filtered through
holes in the bottom. Everything that is bigger than
30 mm will be stored inside the skimmer. The water
flow created by the skimmers also prevents litter
from flowing back outside. The skimmer only follows
the edges of the canals because that is where the
floating litter collects.

Rollers create
water motion

Current created by
propellers add to the effect

It’s super cool....

Filter everything bigger
then 30 mm

Access to
corner areas

Flexible drive shaft

Skim rollers
take in the floating litter

He dude, guess what I am
looking at?

Citizens awareness

Happy

Aggressive

The screen is showing a green
/blue waving graphic that
resembles a quite and calm mood

A red - orange graphic moves
rapidly on the screen.

Emotion screen
Emotions
By showing his emotions, C3 communicates with his citizens. If the
canal water is heavily polluted, the system will have to work harder
and gets angry. On the top of the robot, the emotional screen
will fire up and warn the spectators. If water quality is good, the
citizens can be proud that they have a relaxed C3 swimming in their
city canals.

Random sketches

Solid Works skills

Solid Works exercise
Goal:
1. Take a cheap (probably Chinese)
drill and redesign the outer shell.
2. Model all internal parts in Solid
Works, and then your own design.
3. Make a rapid prototype shell to
fit the original parts.
4. Make it work again.
Complex surface modeling was used
for the base shape. The final model
was STL printed and unfortunately
never worked because I had
to destroy some parts during
disassembly of the original.

Solid works model
Maxwell render

Research and ergonomics in design

Double pack

100

Head

Ruck sack

103

109

Sherpa

114

Rice bag

Yoke

Hands

123

129

144

Carrying weight in the front and the back proved to be the most efficient way of
carrying a load, according to the amount of oxygen used to carry the same load
in different ways. (Data: Sanders and MC. Cormick)

Field research

Scenario

Goal: design a tool for the Swedish ambulance
paramedics. Study them in the field to generate
problem areas that will need a valuable solution.
Carrying and storing equipment to and from an
accident site was chosen problem field

Problem
definition

Characteristics of the
spine during walking

3D working envelope
with a double pack

Research and ergonomics in design

Manuel Gattinger testing the mock-up

Full design process at www.ave-design.com

Favorite design process

Morphological map
Power

Wheels

Steering

Mow area

Turning

Loading

Steering

Mowing

Loader
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“Time is not crucial, just give me a tool that does the job”

After a thorough market research and user
interviews, a list of demands and specifications
was made to establish the goals and wishes of final
product.

Once the functionalities were known, the
design was broken down in several functions.
Every function had different solution, A visual
(morphological) map was made to create new
opportunities and discover innovative concepts

E

G

Favorite design process

Function specifications

Different solutions can make an
innovative concept

Max driving speed: Normal 20 km\h
Loaded 7 km\h
Transport of 500 kg material
Lifting material up to 160 cm
Max lateral inclination: 30 degrees
Mowing lawn and collection of cut grass
Lowing high vegetation and shrubs
5kW generator at 220 V

Favorite design process

3
1
2

Installing front loader
Naked

Loader

4

Using front loader

Mower
Solid Works model
Photo Works Renders

My dad tries it out

Professional work

Position: Freelance
Client: Magedesign
Mission: model and render 2 concept cars for 2 major fashion brands
Team mate: Morten Wagener
Alias studiotools 13.5, Alias Image studio
All images are courtesy of Magedesign

Professional work

Position: Junior Designer at Bresslergroup Philladelphia
Client: Timelox
Mission: Next generation Card readers for budget hotels
All images are courtesy of Bresslergroup.

Prototype of Ojo PVP 900
New interface
Fitted on the existing PVP 1000
3 prototypes were made, sliver,
glossy white and black with
different button designs

Professional work

The black one made it

Ojo PVP 900
Position: Junior Designer at Bresslergroup Philladelphia
Client: Worldgate Motorola
Mission: Next generation of Motorola’s Ojo
Did styling, SW-modeling, STL conversion and working prototype building
with light effects
All images are courtesy of Bresslergroup.

My Resume

General Information
Name: 		

Adriaan Van Eyndhoven

Date of birth:

8 April 1979

Address Belgium:

Fort V straat 32

			

2650 Edegem Belgium

Address France:

La Bernoune

			

47150 Gavaudun France

Phone:

Belgium: +32 2305929

			

France: + 33 553714255

E-mail: mail@ave-design.com

More about me and my projects, please visit www.ave-design.com

Education
04-07: Master in arts
		

Advanced product design

		

Institute of Design Umeå, Sweden

02-04: Masters in Science
		

Graduated with honours

		

Integrated Product Development

		

Department of Design Sciences at the Hogeschool Antwerp, Belgium

99-02: Bachelor in Integrated Product Development
		
99:

Department of Design Sciences at the Hogeschool Antwerp, Belgium

Graduated at the Sint-Pieters College in Leuven, Belgium

		

Majored in: Advanced Mathematics and General Science

03:

Workshop Car design by Marc Vanderhaegen (Designer at Opel)

02:

Workshop Car design by Hugh Robinson (Designer at Porsche)

Professional Experience
07:		

Freelance Designer for Chamotte France (ongoing)

		

Freelance Designer for Concept-group (Master degree work images are used by them)

		

Freelance Designer, Alias Modeler for Mage-design

05-06:		

Junior designer at Bresslergroup Design consultancy in Philadelphia

Spring 06:

External Sketch teacher at the University of the arts in

		

Philadelphia

03:		

Advisor at the CAD- and printing centre at the Department of Design

		

Sciences at the Hogeschool Antwerp, Belgium

Relevant activities
06		

Jury member in design competitions in the US

04		

Finalist of the Optimo Portfolio competition, Belgium

02-04:		

President of the student union for Integrated Product Development

02-04:		

Board member of the Departments council

July 01-03:

Animator at a holiday resort in Virton (Belgium), Responsible for mountain biking and

		

sport climbing. (French spoken)

August 99-01:

Assistant guide at hiking trips for young delinquents in France.

August 95:

Responsible at a holiday camp for mentally handicapped people

85-98:		

Active member of scouting, leader for 2 years

Sports and hobbies
Sport climbing:		

More ten years of rope hanging Fun, indoors and outdoors. Build a training wall at school in

			

Umeå with my friends to keep climbing in the winter

Mountain biking:		

800 to 1000 km each summer, my Ridley Sharks is getting old

Bike holidays		

02: Hungary (900 km), Even flatter then Holland

			

03: from Belgium to the Mediterranean sea in France (1100 km), not so flat at times

Horse riding		

Once a week with dad or my brother in law, I found out that you cant make a 90 degree turn on

			

asphalt while galloping.

Golf: 			

Picked it up in Philadelphia, practise everyday with some apples that fell of,

			

still have a long way to go

Language skills
Dutch: Mother language
French: Summer languages, 3 months a year
English:

Worked and studied in it for 3 years, start dreaming in English

German:

Very basic

Swedish:

Very basic

Visualization skill
Hand sketching		

Pencil, Marker...

Digital sketching		

Photoshop and Alias sketchbook

			

Wacom Intuos and Cintiq

Model making		

By hand and rapid prototyping

Quick mock-ups for test
Foam sketch models

Model making skills
Reversed Engineering
Microscribe arm; analysing sketch models into 3D
Rapid Prototyping (making computer models ready for prototyping)
NC milling								
Z-Corp Rapid Prototyping

Computer skills
- 3D Modeling
Photoshop CS2
Alias Studio Tools 13.5				
Imageready CS2				
Solidworks 2007					
Illustrator CS2				
Rhino 3.0 and Flamingo				
Indesign CS2					
Pro-engineer 2000						
Alias sketchbook
							
Flash MX
- Render engines
Dreamweaver MX				
Alias Image studio 3.0				
Maxwell 1.1
- -MS Office
Flamingo
Microsoft Office (Word, Excell, PowerPoint)		Photoworks						
- 2D Graphics

			

